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ABSTRACT 
Tins paper TGVWWS recent experimental results tm thi> lifetimes of tho tan laptcui itnd 
eheincd and 6-flavorcd hadnntfi and discusses the physical significance of th«*c measure­
ments. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Experimental studies of the lifetimes ofheavy qua/Is and leplons axe providing new and 
fundamental information about the weak interactions, Including some surprises. By now "**J\ 
the unexpected difference between the charged and peutial D Betimes ta experimentally .—-A 
established, and during thh past year »surprise from a year ago, thai the It Efctime B *** 
unexpectedly lee*, baa been confirmed by several experunents. 
Tub p«p« wiK review our kiMarVadga «f the heavy flavor lifetimes. It treats, ia turn, 
new and mora ptcaM measurements of the tag lifetime, an update on charm lifetime 
remits, and the wealth of flew information on the B lifetime. 
L T A U U F E T I M S 
In the standard model, tan aendleptonk decay proceeds in perfect aaemjry U> mnon, 
decay. Thble*dst«aehiipfeiielatloMahj>b^wra 
T f = \m) r f ^ T - , t i ' t V t ) 
G> That U, if the tau couples to tha charged weak bcaoiu with the same strength as the nuon, and if tha interaction is V-A, and if the Uu neutrino b mas'lcss, the tsu lifetime is 
predicted ta b* T, • (1.82 ± O.lft} X t 0 ~ u s. The theoretical uncertainty arises because 
of the present experimental uncertainty' in H\c lau rimlleptonic branching ritio, B-
These assumption* are few enough, and fundamental enougli, that the failure of this ^a 
prediction would have Important consequences. For example, if the measured lifetime y 
were greater than this prediction, a massive tau ncutttab, or mixing 4a a. heavier Upton < ^ 
generation, or even the failure of universality could be indicated. ^ 
Two exiierimenta have improved significantly on the early tau lifetime measurements1 5 s"1 
by employing high precision drift chambers close to the Interaction point. Both experiments3 ^ v 
study pair-produced taut from e+e~ annihilations, tha MARK It at TEP and TASSO at PE- **••* 
TRA. They use the now familiar technique or measuring the decay length by determining 
the distance betweett the known collision point and tfrt thra particte vertex icavlUtt from 
r -> v3r decays. Figure 1 shows the decay length distribution measured by the MASK a 
detector. The full PEP data set, an Integrated luninoatty of 209 p b - 1 *i.y/i = T> GrV. 
has been used in the mrasavemant, giving W7 decays iocjuduis; the 156 peevwusly pub­
lished. The average decay length tCfOvnUm is 1000 /*, comparable to the mean decay 
length I = 635 ± 3D p. The lifetime b determined by a maximum likelihood fit to two 
parameters, the average decay length, and a factor which scales the estimated resolution. 
The result is r, at (2.80 ± Q.16 ± 0.25) X Wa a, where tire Brat error it statistical and 
the second ta tyatematk. The TABS? cothtbunUon at PEVftA has performed a wnribr 
measurement with their vertex detector. From aa.iirtesrated luminosity ct 102 pbT* at 
an average J^^, • 4&& GeV, they have found a mean decay fcoeth of 1051 ±370 /t fcr 
48 decays. Their value for the la* lifetime Is (3.1*5j*f§ ±&9S) x lOr" a, consistent with 
the MARK II value and the theoretical prediction. 
The MAC collaboration at PEP has determined the tau lifetime by measuring the mean 
impact parameter of tracks from tau decays. Although the impact parameter resolution is 
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.«, CCOtf • fNGTH (ram) „, . , 
Fie> I. Ta» deny tem$U» measured by 
the MARK tt collaboration at V* = 26 
C«.VatPEP. 
(23,000 tracks!) gives considerable precision. They find the mean impact parameter to 
be 4B,7±S.l JJ. The corresponding tau lifetime ia (3,3 ± 0.4 ± 0,4) x 10" 1 3 a, whirr A 
Monte Carle ilmulatlen U used to rotate Impict parameter and lifctirtnv Thi* r«;Mi ,ii>rvn. 
with thoae quoted above. That the eytlernatli uncertainty is at errler 1% or the iyh>U-il 
measurement accuracy tt a remarkable testament lo the cancclUtinri of sysu-nuiie i-n>cL> 
ia Impact paranoler measurements. 
A summary of the tau lifetime measurement! Is shown in Pig. 'I. The experiment 
are In (ood aireement with each other and Ir. excellent agreement, with the ihcorctica) 
prediction, The most recent result from MARK II connrnu p-r universality to the lewi of 
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Fig. 2. Tau lifetime measurements. Data 'torn Rcfe. 2 unJ 3. 
T N data can be used to place Omits on the tau neutrino n u n IUIII mining effrris in ihr 
lepton sector if we assume unWcreality Is valid. The tau nvutrini mm--, is constraint io i«-
lea than 322 MeV/c* at 9S% CI*, which is not competitive with limit)- <leri««i fnun i.tWr 
-J. 
i? Jt the tan neutrino mixed with & neutrino heavier iksn l b tan, lbs decay 
rate H a U be snppretsed by a factor cos 1 4 , where $ it the mixinc angle. The »Matnt date 
cannot exclude the possibility of rather large mixing eflesls: at 95St C.U, atnf < (MS. 
High p n m i n i tests of «-r universality win require not only increasingly accurate men~ 
•uTanenb of the r Kfetiett, but similar tmptwMinftnU In mesjutetncidaoftbetanaemUeft-
took braediine ratio and the lav neutrino mast, Uncertainties In the predicted lifetime 
canine f"™ »b«* (actors ate at the *W level at present, cfrjnparebb to theaUtittkalenoi 
of the MARK it measurement. 
2 . CHARM LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS 
The experimental itfoatton is quatH&tiveVy unchanged from Reay's review* at the Como 
Conference on*- year igo. Several new rtsstts have been reported, however. Especially 
interesting are the sew tae&Mtrcmcnta ef the temueptonte branching ratio* of D* and D* 
mesons and the sighting and lifetime determination of the charmed strange baryon, A*, 
The pattern of charm lifetinwi is etill largely unknown with only the J* and D+ lifetimes 
measured to the 10% level. 
A. MEASUREMENTS OF V AMD D* LIFETIMES 
Figure 3 summarizes our knowledge of the D* lifpLime. It include* new data from 
BC72/75 and NA27, and a refined analysis from NA11. Although the meuuromenLi are 
not in perfect agreement, they ire certainly not inconsistent with each ether. The weigh tad 
average Tor the D" lifetime, 3,8 ±0,3 x 10"" a, Is within one standard deviation of all but 
two of the measurements, A curiosity worth noting la the sighting of a vory long-lived D* 
candidate by the BC72/7S collaboration. It 11 a cleanly Identified D' -• Knun decay with 
a proper lifetime of 5.2 x 10~" a, nearly fourteen tinea the nveragu lifetime. 
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Flew* 4 shows all the measurements of the D* Ufrtime to date and intrudes new points 
from BC72/75. N A27, NA11 and WAM. There is good agreement among the experiments, 
with the exception of WAS8 which has too shorta fiducial lei^th to mcawro a pkcaeeoad 
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lifetime reliably with small statistics. The weighted average, excluding that WA58 point, 
is 8.9 ± 0.9 x 1 0 " l s s. 
The ratio of the lifetimes is r( i? + ) /r(£)") - 2.33 ±0.30, which is significantly different 
from one, the value expected if the decays were described b)' the spectator model, i.e., 
free charmed quark decay. Only spectator diagrams contribute to the Cabiubo-allowcd 
semileptonic decays, ea we expect ["(/)" -* t*vX) =• r(D* — e'VA"), Consequently, 
the ratio of the charged to neutral scmilcptonic branching ratios is expected to bo. equal 
to the ratio of the lifetimes. The MARK III collaboration1 9 at SPEAR has rcpnrtcil new. 
determinations of the scmilcplonk branching ratio-., and finds B[D"^ -> e"VX)/J?(D* -* 
e*vX) = 2,3_(j ' 4 ±0.I , which is in excellent a&recraenl with the lifetime ratio ftiven ahovv. 
B. MEASUREMENTS OF Ac, F AND A+ LIFETIMES 
Figure 5 summames the world's knowledge of the J\t baryon and F meson lifetinies. 
The A^ baryon appears shorter lived than the D+, and the F lifetime is still quite uncertain, 
although probably in the 4 X 1 0 " l s s range. A CEBN hypcron experiment1* WA62 has 
presented evidence for the charmed, strange baryon A*, and on the basis of about GO 
decays ri/ds it-i lifetime to be 4.B+?-| x 10" 1 3 a. 
3 . B L I F E T I M E M E A S U R E M E N T S 
The B lifetime is an interesting physical quantity because it is a dirt-el measure of the 
strength of the weak transitions between quark gcncratlo. t. In principle it depends on two 
oT the K—M matrix elements describing quark mixing, V$c and Vj u. In practice the 6 quark 
couples predominantly to charm, JO the B lifetime measures the magnitude of IV- This 
quantity is a fundamental parameter in the standard model and is of interest in its own 
right. It takes on special importance •since it is the last piece '' lixpcrimenta! information 
needed to deduce the magnitudes of the remaining matrix elements in the K-M model. 
Two experiments reported 1 1 laji year that the B lifciimi! is in the I ps range, substan­
tially longer than was anticipated. This result lias been confirmed Ibis past year by thiev 
additional experiments These new measurements together with new data from the r>rifi-
ina) experiments arc discussed below. All of the work romrs from srudies of the reaction 
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Fig- •'>• A( and F lifetime measurements. 
See Rcf. 11 for the data. 
t+e~ — hh in the PEP/PETRA energy regime. Three top irate techniques hive been used, 
and will lie discussed in turn: leploti Impart parameter measurements, hadron impact 
parameter measurements and jet vertex measurements. 
A. L E f T O N IMPACT PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS 
The DELCO and JADE experiments have reported new measurements of the B lifetime 
during ihia past year, and both the MAC and MARK II jroups have updated their published 
results with refined analyses and more data. Alt Tour experiments use roughly the Game 
strategy in the measurement. The reaction t*e" —* bh is tagged by selecting hadronic 
events with a high momentum Icpton, which has in addition a high transverse momentum 
with respect to the thrust direction of the event. Studies of inclusive lepton production 
in c* c~ interactions have led tu a. quantitative understanding of this lepton signal and 
its backgrounds and show that these leptons come principally from B decnys. Given that 
the lepton is from B decay, a measurement of iln impact paiamcltsr then measures the E 
lifetime. Specifically, one measures the distance of closest approach between the lepton 
and the center of the brum ellipse, projected in Lha plane porpendie dar to the beams. In 
experiments to date, the resolution in this measurement is several times the average impact 
parameter, so the mermuremcnl of the sign »r the impact parameter is all-important. It is 
determ'srK'il by assigning the li was produced at beam center and travelled in the thrust 
direction. The intersection of this "II trajectory" wilh the Icpton trajectory gives rise to an 
apparently positive or negative decay length. The impact parameter is signed accordingly. 
The impact parameter distribution is calculated by Monte Carlo methods. The calcu­
lations depend on well-known input parameters (the electron Kpccctrum from B decay and 
the b quark fragmentation function) and the particulars of the jet axis determination and 
event selection cuts. A typical distribution is htiown in Fig. G(a) for 1 ps B lifetime. Such 
distributions icalc with the parent lifetime, or course, and have only a weak dependence on 
the details of fragmentation, [n the limit where the li is highly relalivistk, the distribution 
is independent of the energy of the 1). 
Note that the distribution is very sharply peaked and has a lung exponential tail. 
Negative impact parameters arise from nrca.sinn;il errors in assigning the /? direction; these 
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Fig. 6. Calculated lcplon impact param­
eters for rj = 1 ps: (a) before resolution 
smearing; (b] after resolution smearing. 
after it has been convoluted with the experimental resolution, which has been put at 200 ^ 
in this example. Clearly, present experiments, which have resolutions > 200 ji, arc only 
Mnsitivc to the mean of the impact parameter distribution. 
Some of the distinguishing features of the four experiments arc shown in Tah|e J. 
Different experimental techniques are used for identifying leptons, and slightly different 
kinematic ranges arc used to select 6b candidates. Note in particular that the very clean 
lepton identification of the T ELCO experiment results «n a very clean bo aampte, and permits 
event selection without reference to longitudinal lepton momentum. The JAilK experiment, 
•which uses lead-glass in addition to dE/dx information also has very clvan, if inefficient, 
electron identification, ajid has enhanced the cleanliness of both leptun samples by requiring 
the events not be "three-jcl-likc." Much of the high pi charm conlamiiiiition come- from 
three-jet events where the thrust direction estimate is poor. The MAC experiment has 
the largest lepton sample, with nearly 400 events analyzed. The MAItK II with Uc -.ertcx 
detector has the best impact parameter resolution and consequently the best statistical 
precision of the experiments to dale. 
The impact parameter distributions from the four experiments are shown in Figs, 7-10 
All or the experiments see mean impact parameters which are significantly positive. The 
MARK II, PELCO and JADE experiments determine the average 11 lifetime usine, maximum 
likelihood fits to the data; the MAC experiment derives its answer from ihr median of the 
impact parameter distribution. 
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00 
The results are tabulated in Fig. 11 They range from the MARK II value of .85 ± .17 ± 
.20 ps lo the JADE value or 1.8* •§ ± .3 pa. Given the complexity of the analyses and the 
large systematic errors, the agreement is satisfactory. 
Several checks have been performed in each of the experiments. The MAC, MARK II and 
1ADE experiments find agreement hclwccn their muon and electron camples. Th« MARK 
II and DELCO experiments measure the impact parameter distribution of low transverse 
momentum leptons and extract average charm particle lifetimes consistent with expecta­
tion. All the experiments have measured the average impact parameter for high transverse 
momentum hadron tracks and find result!) consistent with expectation* of the Monte Carlo. 
Finally, all the experiments have measured the tau Icpton lifetime using impact parameter 
techniques and find good agreement with published results. 
-a-
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Fig. 7. Weighted impact parameter 
dfetribtrti&iu from MAC. (a) mums; 
(b) electrons; (c) combined electrons 
snd moons. 
Fig. 8. Lcplon impact parameter dis­
tributions from MARK IL (a) 6-rcgion; 
(b) e-rcgion. 
-O.S 0 0.2 
IMPACT PARAMETER Icm) 
fig. 0. Electron impact parameter dis­
tributions from DBtCO. (a) b-region; 
(l>) c-rogion. Data from Rcf. 14. 
Fig. 10. Lcpton impact parameter 
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II. HAIMCIN IMl'ACT 1'ARAMETER AND JET VERTEX MEASUltKMENTS 
Tiie TASSO, JADE and MARK II experiments have made It lifetime measurement? 
iihiikd biulrnn track*. The advantage is clear: most of the B nWay debris is hadronic, so 
I lie statistical power nf the measurements is greatly enhanced. There i» a compensation 
-10-
disadvantage: the analysis becntucs dependent on .ill the particulars of bb production, 
fragmentation, and decay. These particular* are all known (\[ nol wclt-knmvn), howvYiT, so 
detailed analyses arc possible. Since roughly two-thirds of the charged particle multiplicity 
lit a t5 event at rEP or PETRA energies is due directly to ti decay. effrcts of a finite II 
lifetime appear prominently in the data. Specifically, the average B decay length at PEP 
energies is about GOD *i x * t [p&). Charm secondaries produced in these decay* travel on 
average only ~ 250 /i more, so it '.a the B lifetime which dominates the vertex topology of 
these events. 
The TASSO experiment'5 has determined the B lifetime by measuring, lira average 
impact parameter of hadrnnic tracks in a 4-enriched data set. Enrichment is accomplished 
without the benefit of lepton identification. Instead events are selected on tlic basis of "jet 
sphericity." In Tough terms, the sphericity nf each jet is rmiiturcd in a frame of rcfvrcncu 
which approximates that of the produced If hadrcms. In this frame 66 events lend to 
be more spherical than events from other quark parentage, allowing some discriroinalinn 
on the basis of event nhapc alone. The b enriched sample has the product of the two 
jet sphericities greater than .1; Monte Carlo calculation (shows it to be 32% fc5, 35% cc 
and 33% uE, dS and « i in toiuuimlUm. Most of the, data (70 ab~') was collected at 
y/s ss 34 CeV with modest impact parameter resolution, <r« -•= I LOO p. The more recent 
data (14 pb~') was collected after the addition of a vertex detector at y/l = 43.3 GcV and 
lias c j as 3S0 ft. The average impact parameters of wcH-cucoaured tracks with momentum 
Exceeding 1 GeV/c in the* enriched sample were 103i 13 ft and I09±23 fi in the respective 
data s«ts. Figure 12 shows the higln-r resolution data. The lifetimes of tl.c two data sets arc 
determined by comparing these measured values with Monle Carlo predictions for various 
B lifetimes. The two data sets give consistent answers; the combined measurements give 
TJ = 1.83_' 3 5 _ , , ps. The group also measured average impact parameters in all events 
and in t depicted events, and found values consistent with Metric Carlo predictions for 
rj = l.B ps. 
Fin. 12. Hadron impact par-jrieters in A-
enriched and 6-dcpletcd data sent from TASSO. 
The JADE experiment followed a slightly different strategy: B enriched event* wetc 
selected -with the high transve-<e momentum lepton tag. They measured the impact pa­
rameter of liadronfr track: in C pb ' of data and foi'nd *n average impact parameler of 
195±62 (i, which converts to a B lifetime rt - 1.7 ± 0.5 pS. This re*..It is consistent with 
their lifetime determination from lepion tracks, and is presented as A check on the other 
measurement. 
• S J -
The MARK tl CKpufiment. hiu «spt\ yet another technique. First, a B-cnrichcd sample 
b tagged with the high /V leptoei requirerrwiU. Then each event is divided in half fay the 
plane perpendicular in the thrust axt! and A separate vertex is formed from Che tracks In 
each jet. Care is exercised to exclude tracks which may came from A'E or A*°'s, trades with 
moment um less thai) GOO MeV/c (whose association to one jet or the other ii problematic), 
and tracks which have not been l.ltcd reliably. At least three tracks are required for a 
good vertex. Finally, the distance between the vertex and the known interaction point is 
measured, assuming this decay particles travelled in the thrust direction. The -csullant 
distribution of rferay lengths is shown in Fig. 13 for the entire MARK H data set (209 pb~l). 
The average vcrlr* resolution is 400 ft, to be compared to an expected decay length 
of ~ COO n, so this is the most bensilivc of the techniques used to date to measure rj,. 
The decay length distribution is strikingly asymmetric and shows dear evidence for an 
exponential tail on the high side. Its mean is 413 ± 43 it. 
( \ 
Pi|;. 13. "JeL decay lengths." in t-cnrir.hpd 
events from MARK It. 
The lifetime is found with a maximum likelihood technique which fits the observed 
distribution to the sum of three distributions: t&, ci, and background. Monte Carlo 
techniques arc used to determine the bh and ci components as a function or the particle 
lifetimes; the bacVjtnvuad distribution is measured directly from hadnmie events. The B 
lifetime is found to he 1.25_^JJ ± .50 ps. 
C. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Figure 11 summarizes ilic results of B lifetime measurements reported this past year. 
The experiments are in reasonable agreement, considering their large systemavk errors, 
and confirm that the B lifetime is In the 1 ps regime. The weighted averag' of the results 
is 1.̂ 2 ± 0.17 ps. 
Strictly speaking, all the experiments have not measured the *amc physical quantity. 
The lepton impact parameter measurements determine the B lift-time, averaged over bot­
tom hadcon species, weighted by the product of their respective scinilcptonk branching 
ratios and production cross sections. Th*> hadron impact parameter measurements measure 
the B lifetime averaged over bottom hadrou species weighted by their production cross 
sections alone. The differences between these measurements arc expected to be small, 
-12-
l»M*m,ttfctiaptel»»dric«ktti**tMWitttttustiale. tet tM assume that the production 
1* dominated by eejoaJ charged and Bestial B mason ptodtictioa , and o i l the ratio of the 
clwtrf to ftt«^lifetm*^TI>e» the mange ^ ^ 
tad tha average *B*dxoak* ulBfiines*r* = 1«fc*l)/2 where m ts the neutral 0 lifetime. 
Aft »•»«•«**»*« conaaaueBCe Is that ft £ *»• Tot pfactkal purposes, however, n =r rft; even 
wrtenp varies from 0.5 to 2, rjondrsiwasine^oal to within aboot 1055. 
La*Fnaxlat,& his proposed th* following expression relating the B lifetime to tire 
K-M matrix dtaitJiV \V^\: 
,„ „ (2.777 ± 0,179) X KT" s 
I n « p ' ' E H T O 
Beta Rgb the xatlo of the fis*mileptontcbruc&tag ratios to final states without and with 
charmed particles. Tha expression removei wmt of the model uncertainties or the spectator 
model with txpeylr. .intal constraints coming from the measured B semilcpicnic branching 
ratio and the observed electron spectrum. Putting Jit = 0-03. one finds |K(f| = 0.047. 
With this added Input, and the row and column unltarity constraints, the magnitudes of 
all tha K-M matrix elements an determined or severely constrained. The smallness or 
[V,f | Impeaa* latereatlng constraints on tha top quark mass,17 the ratio or e'/t in K decay,1" 
and mlxini and GP violation In tha B system." 
The long B lifetime his interesting experimental consequences, too. At PEP energies 
tha average B decay length ii nearly 1 mm,so oven devices with modest impact parameter 
resolution ("» 100 ji) can tag long-lived B decays with practical efficiencies (few %) and 
little background. 
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